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Abstract : In this paper we introduce a cipher where the mapping from the plain text to the cipher text
consists of a computational process that will generate a new encryption system in response to every
combination of input messages and cipher keys. In this paper we present an encryption/decryption technique
where dynamism is introduced. The application uses a dynamic table where the mapping of the original text is
done with the rows of the dynamic table. Each character in the plain text is mapped to each row of the
dynamic table. The dynamic identifiers from each row are collected together. The collected characters form the
cipher text. The cipher text formed will have dynamic cryptanalytic properties, which we show is an obstacle
that prevents the cryptanalyst from breaking the cipher. Ciphers of the introduced type may be adapted to
implementation constraints and application specific issues, thereby substantially increasing the technical
efficiency of implemented ciphers.
Keywords: encryption, decryption, cryptography, key, cryptanalysis, cryptanalyst, cipher construction,
dynamic encryption, security.
Introduction : Encryption is the most effective way
to achieve data security. The process of Encryption
hides the contents of a message in a way that the
original information is recovered only through a
decryption process 2]. The purpose of Encryption is
to prevent unauthorized parties from viewing or
modifying the data 3]. Encryption occurs when the
data is passed through some substitute technique,
shifting technique, table references or mathematical
operations. All those processes generate a different
form of that data. The unencrypted data is referred to
as the plaintext and the encrypted data as the cipher
text, which is representation of the original data in a
difference form 3].
Key-based algorithms use an Encryption key to
encrypt the message. There are two general
categories for key-based Encryption: Symmetric
Encryption which uses a single key to encrypt and
decrypt the message and Asymmetric Encryption
which uses two different keys – a public key to
encrypt the message, and a private key to decrypt it.
Currently, there are several types of key based
Encryption algorithms such as: DES, RSA, PGP,
Elliptic curve, and others but all of these algorithms
depend on high mathematical manipulations 5, 6].
One best way to encrypt data is through the mapping
of plain text to the corresponding rows of the table to
yield cipher text. Also, the use of dynamic table gives
the algorithm - a dynamic nature - where nothing is
known in advance. This dynamic mapping
automatically inherits the concept of dynamic keys
for each character in the plain text as introduced by
“Ranbir Sinha” 1].
A message may be protected in transit or in storage
by encryption 19, 21]. The input message M is called
plain text. The cipher text C = f (K, M), an
unintelligible form of the plain text, is computed as a
function of the plain text and a finite secret cipher
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key K. The legitimate receiver may recover the plain
text from the cipher text by applying an inverse
transformation M = f-1(K, C). Both the sender and the
receiver share a secret key K that must be distributed
between the parties using secure means.
The scientist who constructs ciphers is known as a
cryptographer. We assume that a cryptanalyst (or
enemy) is one who will try to find the secret cipher
key K, or convert the cipher text C back into
intelligible form.
The distribution of message lengths,
transmission frequencies, transmission errors,
frequencies of repeated messages, context switching
frequencies, etc., is likely to be different for every new
application area. Ciphers may be used for many
purposes, like link encryption, storage encryption, or
authentication. It may be required that the cipher
prevents a certain attack, or that it can easily be
adapted to a certain plaintext format. Some ciphers
will be implemented in software. Other ciphers will
be implemented on Smart-Cards, FPGAs, or on
ASICs. Different implementation strategies will
perform differently. A mismatch between the selected
cipher and the target technology and application area
could decrease the technical efficiency obtained.
It is evident that no single cipher 24], no matter how
flexible and efficient, will be optimal in meeting this
challenge in respect to the above mentioned
constraints. There will be a need for new cipher
systems that meet the evolving demands of various
application areas.
When a cryptographer is designing a new
cipher, its security level may be difficult to establish.
The security is an estimation of how difficult it would
be to break the cipher without knowing the secret
cipher key. Conventionally, it is assumed that the
analysis made by the cryptographer and the
cryptanalyst is based upon identical information, the
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cryptanalyst knows the system being used 16] (Ch.
11.2.2). A key point, which we show in this paper, is
that this condition is necessary. A cryptanalytic break
implies that the cryptanalyst has obtained a part of
the secrets of the cipher corresponding to the degree
of success. This opens the possibility to challenge this
fundamental
assumption
by
introducing
a
construction that will prevent the cryptanalyst from
learning the details of the cipher being used.
Basics : There are several kinds of Encryption
software in the market categorized by their functions
and target groups. For example, some are single
Encryption applications for files and database
security; some are for messenger security or email
Encryption applications that hide the actual text in
the medium between the sender and the receiver 9].
One of the first types of Encryption was made by
Julius Caesar. 10]. in his system, Caesar wrote B
instead of A and C instead of B – so to a sentence
“ABC” will be written in “BCD” 7].
dsCrypt is AES/Rijndael file Encryption software with
simple, multi-file, drag-and-drop operations. It
features optimal implementation, performance and
safety measures. dsCrypt uses an advanced
Encryption algorithm and offers unique options for
enhanced security11].
NeoCrypt is a free, open-source File Protection Utility
for Windows. It helps to protect sensitive information
easily by encrypting it with password or key. It yields
fast, reliable and unbreakable Encryption and
supports many popular Encryption algorithms. All
types of files can be encrypted like Audio, Video,
Documents and Executable programs 12].
NeekProtect is software in the market right now with
the ability to make Encryption on any files in the
window platform; a key is set when one try to encrypt
the files and the key will be used again when
someone else trying to open the files that have been
decrypted through decryption on the certain files 13].
NeekProtect is a good software operated under
Microsoft window because of the flexibility of this
program’s advanced features integration such as
double click, file icons, .npt file extension etc.
This paper reports an encryption technique using
dynamic table and mapping the plain text onto the
dynamic table to yield the cipher text.
Methodology : The main Feature of the
encryption/decryption program implementation is
the mapping of the plain text to produce the
encrypted text. Other features are related to the
design of the GUI (Figure 1), progress of the
encryption details, and user notification of the status
of encryption.
Plain Text Mapping
Suppose the sender wants to send the confidential
data to the receiver. So, he/she writes the data or
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attaches the file containing the data in the GUI of the
algorithm.
The Plain text is divided into blocks of 128 characters
each. If the last block contains less than 128
characters then some specific numbers of zeros are
appended at the end of the last character of that
block. The GUI maps the block onto the dynamic
table. Then the characters resulting from the
mapping in each row are taken and collected together
in the form of a string. So, this string forms the
encrypted text.
Encryption Rules
The rules to be followed in this encryption algorithm
are as follows: •
The plain text mapping procedure is executed
for each block for procuring the encrypted text from
the mapping of original text and the dynamic table.
•
The difference is taken out by subtracting the
mapped “character” and the “character identifying
the row”. This difference is taken out from each row
of the dynamic table. The differences taken out are
collected and written together. So, this difference
forms the private key for the algorithm.
•
The encrypted text can be sent to the receiver.
•
The receiver has to enter the private key and
the encrypted text/encrypted file received in the
application and the application performs the
decryption process to yield the original text/file
which the sender wants to convey.
File Types
There are no limitations of the type of files accepted
for encryption in this application, which means any
type of a file such as data files, audio files, video files
or image files can be encrypted by the application.
This is because all the files are encrypted at the
binary level. There is also no limitation of the size of
the file that can be encrypted using this application,
which provides flexibility to the user. The encrypted
file can only be opened and viewed after it has been
decrypted to its original file using the symmetric
encryption key array.
Analysis of the proposed encryption algorithm :
Any successful break of a cipher, equivalent to the
complete recovery of the keys of the cipher, will
reveal to the cryptanalyst all details of the cipher,
except parts that cannot influence the cipher text.
This is obvious as the cryptanalyst may simulate the
encryption of a message using the recovered key. If
the cryptanalyst has not obtained a sufficiently
detailed description of the cipher to facilitate
cryptanalysis, the cryptanalyst must first investigate
the structure of the system prior to searching for the
secret plaintext. We conclude that if the cryptanalyst
cannot obtain a sufficiently detailed description of
the cipher, cryptanalysis will not be possible.
If we, as another example, assume that the
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cryptanalyst has been able to break a particular decryption is executed by choosing an encrypted file
instance of the secret input stream Pn = {Mn,Kn}, the with an appropriate key. The software has been
cryptanalysis method will apply to another stream written in MATLAB 7.6 (R2008a).
only if the cryptanalysis method can be applied in
general. If the break, on the other hand, exploits
some specific weakness of the input stream Pn, the
cryptanalysis method will only apply to this stream,
and cannot work against any other combination of
key and message. We conclude that, if specific
instances of cipher text are vulnerable, the
cryptanalysis effort must be restarted from the
beginning for every transmitted message.
We note that the general problem of investigating the
properties of software has been extensively studied in
the software industry 19]. We may compare a
Fig. 1: Enhanced Dynamic Encryption Algorithm
cryptanalyst, attempting cryptanalysis on Dynamic
(EDEA) User Interface.
Encryption, and a software engineer, struggling with
Application Testing and Performance Check
debugging problematic software. The cryptanalyst
Application testing is applied to the entire
would be investigating the properties of a universal
application with multiple application features to
machine that reads a string {M, K} and outputs a
make sure the application can encrypt all type and all
string {C}. We assume that the string {M} is known by
sizes of files. Successful testing means the application
the cryptanalyst, who attempts to find a key {K} such
is user-friendly and comfortable to be used by all
that {C} = {C0}.
range of target users. For performance checking, the
The software engineer will be investigating the
application was tested with different types and sizes
behaviour of a general purpose computer executing
of files and the performance of the application was
software {P} with input {X}. The engineer observes
rated by computing the time required for encryption
the output {Y}, and tries to find an input {X} that
of the files. Also, the reliability of the application was
makes the computation behave in some specified way
examined by the success rate of encryption. A
{Y} = {Y0}. The comparison {C} = computation ({M,
successful execution means an encrypted file is not
K}); {Y} = computation ({P, X}) shows that breaking
visible by others; also successful execution means a
the proposed cipher will be at least as hard as
decrypted file was obtained using a key array and an
debugging software. Clearly, the cryptanalyst will not
encrypted file. Table I shows the testing of different
be allowed to inspect the software, single-step using a
types and sizes of files. It can be seen that the
debugger, or inspect the internal state of the
encryption time is similar for all the files especially
memory, tools that are essential for the success of the
when the file size is small. The small size of files is a
software engineer.
typical example of the use of this application as it is
Results: The interface of the application is simple
mainly targeted for small campus. Most of the
enough to be used by any user. Figure 2 shows the
documents used in this environment are of text type
user interface with the encryption and decryption
with some figures inside of the text; therefore, the
buttons along with the plot. The encryption is
sizes of the files may not go over few mega bites.
performed simply by choosing any file while
TABLE 1: Testing of the Application with Different Types and Sized Files.
File Types

File Size(Mb)

Encryption Time(s)

Success Rate (%)

Document 1/3/5
10/30/45
100
Image
1/3/5
11/28/47
100
Audio
1/3/5
19/29/45
100
1/3/5
13/29/47
100
Video
Conclusion
:
Most
of
the
available minimum delay time that makes it appropriate for
encryption/decryption techniques are not perfect for cryptography. A new simple tool has been created,
applications over the Internet since they were which is targeted for use inside of a small institution
originally built for text data, and due to their such as a small university for professors’ daily use of
extensive computations which result in an sending exam files and sensitive material such that
unacceptable delay and processing time. The work in the material can be encrypted and the file is sent in
this paper attempts to develop a new one email while the encryption key is sent in another
encryption/decryption approach which adds a e-mail or via any secure communication channel.
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